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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE 

One of the ·great things about belonging to SIGNA these last fifteen years 

is that it always knew why it existed and where it was going. Nothing i's more 

tiresome than turning to the editorial or executive message in a magazine and 

finding the same old debate about ends and means, ways and means and so on. · I 

hope SIGNA during my chairmanship will continue to be so responsive· to the needs 

of its members that we· need never waste time on that sort of thing • 

. Those of you who know me at all will acknowledge that I am rather under

qualif~ed for this post, especially when compared with the last two Chairmen. 

But I think we have a very ~cod Executive group helping the Chairman, full of 

experience and enthusiasm. 

I am Elaine Perry Hulbert, born and raised in Minnesota, a resident of 

suburban Connecticut for twenty years, and now gardening in, the Blue Ridge of 

southwestern Vir.ginia. I'm afraid I dozed through first year Bqtany, and I 

didn!t own a trowel till -I was thirty. But one~ acquainted with the genus Iris 

I became mad for irises and have grown every kind I could get hold of. I am 

still not much of a gardener: I recognize·d early on that I was more a collector 

and student than a grower of beautiful things. 

I take my selection as Chairman as a cue to work a little harder on promot

ing species· iris in the eastern . half of the continent. The middle states of the 

U.S. and Canada have seen the lig.ht and are growing a very wide range of species 

in their cold, ·hot, arid climates. In the East, alpine gardening is catching on, 

and with it should come new interest in iris species. The coastal climate, and 

that of the Southeast, should be excellent for most of our native irises, and 

not a few exotic ones t~o. Since the West Coast has always led the way, I see 

our Group's scanty representation in the East as an immediate challenge. 

(There: I used the word ''challenge". Now I feel like a real Chairman.) 

Elaine R. Hulbert 

Floyd, Virginia 

September 9, 1984 
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BACKGROUND TO "LILIES AND RELATED FLOWERS" 
Brian Mathew {June 1984) 

It was a fortunate day for me when Or. William T. Stearn found himself too 
busy to accept an invitation by Felix Gluck to write a new text for a set of 
Redout'e's Liliacees plates. Fortune smiled even widar when Stearn suggested to 
Gluck that I would be a suitable alternative author, and shortiy after this I 
received a visit from this likeable and courageous man. 

Felix Gluck was a German Jew and like so many of .his fellow people was 
placed in an extermination camp during the war from which he was mercifully re-

. leased by the advancing Allies. After a year or so of recuperative treatment in 
a Swiss clinic he came to England, hoping to follow his earlier career pf an 
artist. Thie was not to be, but he started a "package" publishing firm special
izing in reproduction of early fine art works, presenting a completed package 
deal to the larger publishing houses, notably Michael Joseph. Several books. 
were prod~ced in this way, for example, Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Botanigue, pub
lished as Botany, A Study rf Pure. :uriousity. This contains many illustrations 
by P. J. Redou~e. Butterflies and Moths was published in 1978 and contained 
numerous beautiful 18th century engravings by Christian Sapp and his son, J. c. 
Sapp. 

It was 1979 or 1980 when Felix approached me with the proposal that I 
should write a new text for a selection of 110 Redout'e plates . from.the sumptuous 
Les Liliacees. ·Needless to say I accepted thi.s eagerly for the ,chance to be 
associated with the work of such a great painter may not come 9ne's way more 
than o~ce. The original text is heavy going with long botanical descriptions 
in French and aimost no interesting readable information such as geographical 
distribution, variation, economic uses, garden value, etc. This is understand
able, for the writers actually set out to describe the plants which w~re illus
trated, and quite a number were being described botanically for the first time, 

.so this was important material. · For the rewrite, we considered that a different 
approach could be made since there was no real need to describe these known 
species again and we felt that ·a text proviQing more general interest would be 
of greater.appeal and use. 

A great deal of money was invested in the book and it was decided that the 
Swiss printers should work from one of the copies of Les liliac~es which had been 
personally retouched by Redou!e to pick out highlightson the plates. The copy 
chosen was the one from the Longleat library, one of the eighteen copies. which 
received the attention of the great artist subsequent to publication of the work. 

The final part of the story is almost a tragedy._ Felix Gluck became very 
ill from cancer and died and the firm collapsed before the book was finished. 
The whole thing was more or less shelved but eventually the firm.~f Michael Jo
seph saw it through into print and it now remains as a memoriaL to· a brave man, 
published 1982. 

************ 
And so, herewith is presented to SIGNA by Brian Mathew (via LeRoy Oa~idson) 
cop1es of Les Liliac'ees which we now regognize as membe;.-s of the Genus Iris. 

i , 
( 
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lilIES 
AND JR.ELATED FT~OWERS 

Brian Mathew · 
Iris amoena de Candolle 

The plant illustrated he~e and described fully in the original text by A.P. de 
Candolle is very different from the group of garden plants known by iris.fanciers 
today as the Amoenas. The present definition of this group, quoted from the recent 
American Iris Society's publication The World of Irises, is 'a bearded Iris with 
white standards and coloted falls'. The colour cf the Jails is not necessarily blue 
and it is possible now to ha·ie Amoer.as wich, for example, pink falls and white 
standards . 

No plant exactly matching R.edoute's lri; arnoena is known in the wild and we 
may assume it to be a hybrid in ;rolving Iris variegata. As mentioned in the text on 
page x881 this eastern European species is extremely variable in colour and some of · 
the forms have purpfo,}1 vcinh,g on a white, rather than ye(Iow, background. In its 
flower colour Iris amoena tb!refore resembles some forms of t:his species; but in its • 
grey-green leaves it differs, for these of Iris va-riegata are normally quite green with 
no markedly glaucous appearance. There is, however, a rather ribbed aspect to the 
leaves, which is a feature of the Variegated Iris, so it seems fairly certain that herein 

· lie the origins of Iris amoena. · 

Iris cristata Aiton DW ARP CRESTED IRIS . 
·This beautiful miniature iris is placed in the same group of species as the oriental· 
Iris ';aponica, namely the Evar.sia section of the genus. This may seem ·rather· 
remarkable in view of the considerable differences in 2.ppearance between these 
two species: bur they are brought together by one point i!l common: both possess a 
raised yellow portion, or cre:;t, on the outermost three segments, or falls as they are 
more gener:illy known. This is not in the form of a beard as in Iris germanica and 
other memhers of the bearded group, but rather a prominent ragged ridge like a 
cockscomb. Hence its local name of Dwarf Crested Iris in its native lands of the 
central~sou~:hern states of Nor-th Am~rica~ where it if one cf the ·dl,ost be~utiful of 
the smaH spring flowers : Widespread f°rom Maryland to Missou~f ~nd south to 
Oklahoma and Georgi,., it ten:ls to be: 2 moisture·!oving ~pecies of lowland 
woods. 

Fart her r o the north, in Illin.ois, ~ near r ..:ladv~ Iris lacuslris, occurs in grave1ly or 
sandy p1aces on the shores of Lake Huron a.nd Lake Michigan. In fact the two are 
so similar that the· northern plant is sometimes treated botanit;ally as a variety of 
·Iris cristata. Both are of extreme delicacy and from a gardener's point. of view there 
is little to choose between them, although Jris lacustris is rather smaller with 
narrower leaves than its southern neighbour. There are extremely bea.utifu] white 
fo~ms of both, which retain the yello,iv cr~.st in spite of being albinos. 

I 
J 
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Iris japonica Thunberg figured .as Iris fimbriata 
This very elegant iris belongs to the group known as the Evansia irises, named by. 
R.A. Salisbury in 1812. after Thomas Evans who introduced the first living material 
of the species into Britain. Since 1794, when C.P. Thunberg first described lri5 
japonica, several others have been added to the group, but it remains a small 
section of less than ten species, distinguished from other irises.by the presence of a 
cockscomb-like crest on the three outer petals, or falls. Unlike many of the 
rhizomatous Iris, this species produces rather slender tough g·reen rhizo_mes which 
send out long stolon-like shoots, rooting down at the apex and giving rise to 
further fans of glossy green leaves. With this habit of growth it can rapidly form 
extensive patches and is a most impressive sight when flowering , freely . 
. Unfortunately it does not always do so and appears to require a good warm 
summer in order to produce strong flowering-size fans. 

I Tis japonica is thought to be native in China and Japan, although one cannot be 
sure of the origins of a plant which is so easy to propagate and distribute. 

The form illustrated here is of a slightly darker lavender than is usually seen, but 
there is a little variation in flower colour between different plants of Iris japonica. 
There is also a form with strikingly variegated leaves, which 1s worthy of 
culti_vation as a foliage plant. 

Iris ~lbicans Lange figured as l~is fiorentina, 

It is unfortunate that the plant illustrated so beautifully by -Redoute was not the 
same plant as the Florentine Iris, from the rhizome of which the perfume and 
medicinal agent known as orrisroot was obtained. The plate actually depicts an 
Arabian species, which was later described by J.M.C. Lange as Iris albicans: The 
true Florentine leis is the more well known of the two and is also white-flowered, 
but is almost certainly nothing more th~n. a colour form of the common Iris 
germanica and not a distinct.species. 

W.R.: Dykes, in his superb monograph, The genus Iris, sets out the differences 
between the two plants and there can Qe no·doubt about the identity of Redoute's 
plant. The pure white flowers imm~diately attract attention since those of the 
Florentine Iris have a very slightly pale blue tint. The greyness of the rather broad 
leaves, noted in the original text for this plate as being rather unlike those of the 
'Iris de Germanic', give an additional clue. It is, however, the way_ in which the . 
flowering stem branches that provides the more definite proof of jdentity. The 
lowest flower is shown to be, and is described as, sessile, whereas iR Iris gennanica 
and its white variety th~ lower branch is some 8 to 10 centimetres long. 

In Arabia and Yemen where this plant is apparently a·native it occurs in both 
white and blue forms. It is fairly certain that the white form was distributed 
throughout the Muslim world, as a plant with which t'o adorn cemeteries, white 
being the colour of mourning, and it has long survived in Spain and Greece the 
disappearance of Islam. 

Iris foetidissima . Linnaeus GLAD WYN · 
The Gladwyn, Stinking Iris or Stinking Gladden has tough evergree~)~~.v~s -~h~s:h . 

• 
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release an unpleasant odour when bruised, but in spite of this undesir~ble featu'~~ it 
is a most useful and attracti~e garden plant. The flowers are rather dull in their 
colo_urs, although there is a yellow-flowered variant-variety citrina-whose 
blooms are much more desirable than the usual muddy purplish form. However it 
is in the fruiting stage in mid-winter that Iris foetidissima really comes into its 
own; its large c~psules split open to reveal brilliant orange-scarlet seeds which 
remain attache~. for ~ !ong period, even when cut and dried. _Also, the evergreen · 
leaves make quite stnkmg clumps and there is a striped variegated form which is of 
value in dull shady· comers of the garden. · 

This_ ~uri.ous iris _has n~ near relat~ves in the genus and is placed by most 
authorities m a section of its own. It 1s a native of western Europe from Spain 
northwards to England, where it occurs in woods particularly on the chalk and 
·limestone hills. . · 

Another name commoniy used for this plant is R~asr Beef Plant. The smell of 
the leaves has been likened to roast beef, boiled milk an4 wet starch, three quire 
dissimilar aromas one might think. The name Gladwyn is probably derived from 
the Latin gladius, sword, _referring to the sword-shaped leaves. 

Iris germanica Linnaeus GERMAN FLAG IRIS 
The origin of Iris germanica is a mystery which will probably never be solved. It is 
an extremely widespread plant of some antiquity, certainly dati~g back several 
centuries, and probably one of the oldest and n:iost·tenacious of a group of bearded 
iris hybrids. It is naturalized in many countries and· is vegetatively very r~bust, so 
that it can persist and indeed increase without the necessity for seed production. 
W.R. Dykes reports that in the warm climates of the Mediterranean region it does, 
however, produce capsules and that the offspring vary somewhat in clepth of 
colour. In the cooler climates of nor:thern Eµrope and North America seeds are 
rarely produced. 

The most common form of Iris germanica seen today is of a blue-purple colour, 
the standards paler than the falls. The bracts are partly green and partly papery 
and are often ringed with purple, quite unlike the silvery ones of Iris pallida for 
example. Linnaeus gave the name Iris germanica to an iris of similar appearance, 
but whether or not it was the same clone as our present-day plant it is impossible to 
say. Iris germanica may of course be truly native in some part of the 
Mediterranean, but its distribution is now so wide-almost. worldwide in fact
that any speculations must be of the most tenuous. 

Iris graminea Linnaeus 
One of the most notable features of thi~ fairly modest iris is the·very ·strong fruity 
fragrance; th~s more than compen~ates for the small siz.e and subdued ~olour of the.

1 Aowers. It has been likened to the scent of fresh bananas, plums, and greengages. 
In fact one of its Latin names in the seventeenth century was Iris angustif olia 
prunum redo/ens, the plum-scented narrow-leaved iris. _ 

Iris graminea has been known to European horticulturists for centuries since it 
is a widespre_~_d. _ _?ative ~f central and southern Europ~ and i~ extremely easy to 
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grow in almost any garden situation. The normal flowering time is May or June. 
It belongs to the large group of irises named by J .G. Baker the Apogon.section 

or beardless irises because,. unlike the bearded Pogon section, these have no hairs 
on the falls. The only European representative of this group to possess a fruity 
scent, Iris graminea is also distinguished by having a very strongly flattened, 
almost winged; stem. The related and similar Iris-sintenisii fr~~ the Balkans has a 

. ·much more cylindrical stem and the violet-blue flowers are without a scent . 
. The Apogon· section can be further subdivided into several groups, and Iris 

graminea probably belongs best with the Spuria, or Salt-Marsh Irises, although 
these do not have flattened stems or a fruit-like scent, and., unlike the majority of 
them, Iris graminea is not an inhabitant of open salt-marsh or sand-dune country. 

Iris spuria Linn~eus subspecies ochroleuca (Linnaeus) Dykes 
figured as Iris _o.chroleuca · SALT-MARSH IRIS 

If; as is the case in the recently published Flora Europaea (Volume ·s, 1980}, Iris. 
ocl7roleuca is-treated as a subspecies of the extremely widespr~ad Iris spuria, then 
the familiar epithet can remain unchanged under the International Rules of 
Nomenclature. However, if the plant is regarded as a separate distinct species, an 
unfortunate change to Philip Miller's older name of Iris orientalis is required by 
the Rules. The change would not matter undu]y were it not for the fact that there is 
another familiar but quite different species long known in horticulture as Iris 
orientalis. 

·The taxonomy of the Salt-Marsh Iris and its ·relati~es is poorly understood and 
is in· need of a thorough investigation. Until such time as this study can be 
undertaken, it seems scarcely necessary to change such a well-established name as 
_Iris ochroleuca. Suffice it to say that it is a striking plant, · well worth cultivating 
and it thrives ·in almost any sunny position. It is often seen growing in great 
quantities along the irrigation ditches and riversides in Turkish Anatolia, where 
the soils are usually rich in salts. However, a lack of these in garden soils does not 
seem to discourage its growth. . 

Iris ochroleuca is one of the taller members of the Spuria group and in its white 
and yellow coloration can be ~asily distinguished from the rest, which us_ually have 
either silvery lavender, violet or deep-yellow flowers .. 

Iris pallida L~marck 

The tall bearded irises are undoubtedly the most popular plants in the whole genus 
for general garden use, and the many cultivars now availab]e far surpass the wild 
speci~s in their range of flower colour and size. The . origins of many of these 
hybrids are obscure and it is impossible event~ guess at· the parentage, but of one 
fact we can be sure: Iris pallida played a great part in the early development of 
these lovely plants . 

. _ In distinguishing between the various species in the bearded, or Pogon, group of 
mses, the colour and texture of the bracts which enclose the flower buds is rather 
important. Iris pallida has bracts, or spathes as they are sometimes calJed, which 
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are wholly papery and silvery white. Thus, they · are quite unlike all the other 
species, in which the bracts are at least partly green or tinged with purple. 

I_ris pallida is a vigorous species with a branched stem reaching 1 to 1.5 metres 
tall, and with a fan of robust greyish leaves. A well-flowered clump is an 
impressive sight and equal in beauty to any of the garden varieties. The soft lilac
blue flowers have the additional bonus of being strongly but delicately scented. 

In the rime of Redoute it was assumed that Iris pal/ida-came from 'the Levant', 
but it is now known that it occurs on the mountains along the Adriatic coast of 
Yugoslavia and northern Italy, where it sometimes grows in large numbers amid 
the limestone rocks and scrub. 

Iris pseudacorus Linnaeus YELLOW ·WATER FLAG 

This common watersi~e iris is a familiar plant throughout Europe and occurs also 
in North Africa, Turkey, Iran and Russia, often lining the banks of streams, 
ditches and canals with its bright yellow flowers in summer. It oc~urs too in 
marshy places near lakes and ponds and can cover extensive areas. The name 'false · 
acorus' refers to the siniilarity between. its foliage and that of Sweet Flag, Aco"'s 
calamus. 

The Yellow Flag or Yellow Iris belongs to the beardless group of Iris, or 
Apogon section as it is known, which encompasses those irises that do not have a 
tuft of hairs on the falls. Within the Apogon section there are some natural 
subdivisions which enable the many species to be grouped together. Iris 
pseudaco"'s is apparently most closely related to the eastern Asiatic Iris laevigata 
and Iris kaempferi; these are also moisture-loving plants, but are immediately 
separable from the species illustrated he're by their non-yellow flowers. Iris 
versicolor, with its variants which are sometimes described as separate species, is 
the final member of this small group. A native of the eastern United States, it has 
bluish or purplish, strongly veined flowers and grows, too, in just the same type of 
habitat as Iris pseudacorus. 

The Yell ow Flag has been used as a purgative, apparently very effectively, for 
William Meyrick noted that it ·has been found to procure plentiful evacuation 
from the bowels when all other means have proved ineffectual'. · 

Iris pseudacorus varies a little in its coloration and some of the variants have 
been selected for horticul~ural purposes; for example, the pale yellow form 
without the darker 'blotch on the falls, which has been given the name variety 
bastardii. The amount of brown or violet veining also varies somewhat. 

Iris sibirica Linnaeus SIBERIAN IRIS 
This popular garden plant is a widespread native of central and eastern Europe 
from France to Poland and Russia, extending southwards into the Caucasus and 
northeast Turkey. It usually occurs in damp grassland or in rich streamside 
vegetation, but in cultivation seems to be perfectly at home in almost any 
situation, given sufficient moisture in the growing seaso.n. 

Iris sibirica belongs to a group of closely related beardless species within the 
genus, known collectively as the series Sibiricae. They are characterized by being 

-~ 
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tall slender plants with hollow stems (except in Iris _clarkei} and by having a seed 
capsule which is three-cornered in cross-section. The shape of the stigma, rather a 
useful feature in grouping the beardless iris species, is like a triangular tongue. The 
ten species are, apart from Iris sibirica which extends we~twards into Europe, 
entirely Asiatic and mostly from China and the Himalayas. 

Th~ nearest relative to the confusedly named Siberian Iris (it does not actually 
occur in Siberia!) is Iris sanguinea (Iris orientalis of C.P. Thunberg), which occurs 
in eastern Russia, China and Japan. The main difference lies in the bracts, which 
su~tend the flowers, those of Iris sibirica being brown and membranous at 
flowering time and those of Iris sanguinea being green when the flowers are fully 
expanded. Also, the stems are usualJy unbranched in Iris sanguinea and carry only 
two flowers ·at the apex, whereas they are normally branched in Iris sibirica, with 
three to five flowers. 

In the wild the Siberian Iris is normally violet-blue with occasional albinos, -~nd · 
it is one of the latter forms that Redoute has illustrated as Iris sibirica variety B. As 
a result of much selection, the species does however vary · considerably in the 
garden forms, in both colour and size of flower. Nearly all the forms show the 
beautiful netted pattern of veins on the lower part of the falls which is one of the 
main attractions of the species. Iris sibirica also crosses with other members of the 
group and there is a wide range of colourful hyb~ids now in _culti".'~tion: 

Iris sambucina Linnaeus 
When Linnaeus first' described this bearded iris in 1759, he gave a very scanty 
description, quite insufficient for us to identify the plant he had in mind. However, 
in 1762 he expanded this considerably in the · second edition of the Species 
Plantarum, and described Iris sambucina as having violet or bluish flowers with 
bluish style branches. The plant closely resembles Iris squalens, also illustrated by 
Redoute (page 18 5), but has very little of the dingy yellowish coloration which is 
such an obvious feature of Iris squalens. 

Almost certainly Iris sambucina and Iris squalens are hybrids, both of which 
come from the same parent species. However, the form of Iris variegata i),volved in 
the production of Iris sambucina was one without a strong background of yellow. 
The Variegated Iris, figured on page 189, is an eastern European species and varies 
considerably in the wild, from forms with a very yellowish appearance to ones in 
which the ground colour is nearly white. It is believed that the other parent of Iris 
sambucina is Iris pa/Iida. If this is true, it accounts for the rather bluish appearance 
of the flower. . 1 

W.R. Dykes, in his Handboolf. of Garden Irises .(1924), offers some fairly 
convincing evidence concerning th~ parentage of both Iris sambucina and Iris 
squalens. He states that above Carlopago (now Carlobag) on the Adriatic coast, 
he has found both l ris pallid a and Iris variegata, and also hybrids between the two. 
'The same two species occur together near ;Bozen fnow Balzano] with similar 
hybrids, which were once known as sambucina and squalens.' 
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Iris planifolia (Miller) Fiori & Paoletti 
-· -· figured as Iris scorpioides 

This beautiful little winter-flowering iris has several very distinctive features 
which make it instantly recognizable in a large and diverse genus. The papery
coated bulb, thick fleshy roots, channelled leaves an~ reduced inner tepals, or 
standards, immediately link it with the interesting Juno group of species, which 
are mainly distributed in Iran, Afghanistan and central Asiatic Russia. 

The only near relative to Iris planifolia in the Juno group is the Palestinian Iris 
palaestina, which is rather like a greenish version of it. These two species are 
distinctive in having pollen grains covered with minute spines, thus distinguishing 
them from the more easterly-occurring species which have smooth pollen. Within 
the Juno group these two have been placed in the aptly named Acanthospora 
-section. 

Iris planifolia is the only species of the group to occur in Europe and North 
Africa and is not uncommon in parts of southern Spain, Sicily and Algeria. It also 
occurs in Portugal, Sardinia, Crete, Libya and Tunisia, where it is on th!! whole less 
frequently seen. In the main areas of its distribution it flowers in November and 
December at low altitudes on rocky slopes, but it may appear as late as February in 
some districts. . 

It has a long history in cultivation and was known to Carolus Clusius in 1576 as 
Iris bulbosa latifolia, a far more useful descriptive . name than Iris planifolia, 
meaning flat-leaved, which it is not! J.LM. Poiret's name, Iris alata, winged iris, 
is equally obscure, but possibly refers to the wide wings on the outer tepals, or 
falls. Another synonym, Iris scorpioides, is as unhelpful as it is unpleasant for 
there is little that is obviously scorpion-like about the plant. 

The flowers of Iris planifolia are normally of a mid-lilac-blue, but there are 
forms of a darker violet-blue and occasionally pure white ones. Another feature of 
this charming member of a superb genus is the strong perfume, an extra bonus in 
the depth of winter. 

-Iris spuria Linnaeus 
Under the broad umbrella of the name Iris spuria comes a wide range _of irises 
whose true status is to this day a puzzle. From Denmark and England, south to.the 
Mediterranean and eastward~ into Afghanistan and China these Salt-Marsh Irises 
occur, often along the edges of irrigation ditches or in grassy plains which dp not 
dry out excessively in the summer months. In the more northerly and colder 
climates, Iris spuria is however associated with maritime dunes. There are many 
specific names attached.to the nume·rous variants and it is probable that there _are 
indeed several distinct species within the group loosely known as the Spunas. 
Work by Dr L.W. Lenz has shown that there are ·several differ~nt c~ro~os~me 
numbers in the group and these are associated with the geograph1ca.l d1str1but1on, 
which also suggests that Iris spuria should not be treated as one widespread and 

variable species. 

.j 
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In . the strict sense, Iris spuria, as described by Linnaeus, is the central and 
northern European plant depicted by Carolus Clusius as long ago as 1601 in his 
Rariorum Plantarum Historia. ~innaeus apparently believed that it was a hybrid 
between Iris foetidissima and Iris graminea and according!y gave it the epithet 
spuria. . 

The wild Iris spuria of Europe is usually lilac or violet-blue with a little variation 
in depth of colour, the form illustrated here being one of the slightly darker ones. 
In Asia, however, there is much variation, from white through all shades of silvery 
lavender to deep violet-blue and yellow. These variations account for at least some 
of rhe different names associated with Spuria irises. The ability to vary· and to 
hybridize has been used to advantage by plant breeders, particularly in America 
where a wide range of attractive cultivars now exist, ranging through many shades 
of blue, lilac, violet, yellow, orange, bronze and white. 

Iris squalens Linnaeus 

This ·is yet another of the tall bearded irises, the origins ·of which are lost in 
antiquity and were probably never on record anyway. Irises of this group have 
been cultivated for many centuries and the multitude of hybrids now in existence 
are derived from only a few wild species. It is unlikely that plants such as Iris 
squalens and the similar Iris sambucina were the result of controlled crosses 
between wild species; more probabf y they were chance hybrids. which arose either 
in the wild or in the collections of iris enthusiasts. 

Both of the plants mentioned above were described by Linnaeus in 1759, but 
they we_re probably known in gardens well before this. The description given by 
Linnaeus was at first very vague but he later amplified it, so we can be quite sure 
that the plant illustrated here by Redoute is in fact Iris squalens. 

Although we can only make well-informed guesses as tot.he parentage of plants 
such as this, it seems very likely that W.R. Dykes is correct in his supposition that 
Iris squalens was derived from Iris pallida and Iris variegata, which are illustrated 
on pages 179 and 189. The veining on the falls is very reminiscent of the latter and 
the dingy nature of the yellowish standards could well be caused by the merging of 
the pale iavender-blue of J ris pa/Iida with the yellow of Iris variegata. Iris squalens 
does not in fact show any character;istics which detract from this suggested 
parentage. 

Iris s~siang_ Linnaeus, figured as Iris suziana 
MOURNING IRIS 

This extraordinarily coloured iris beJongs to the group of species known as the , 
Oncocyclus section, which is characterized by having rhizomes, solitary flowers' 
with a beard on the outer three segments, or falls, and seeds which have a fleshy 
white attachment known as an aril. All the species constituting this rather exotic
looking group are distributed in the Near East, from central Turkey and the 
Caucasus, southwards to Israel and eastwards to northeast Iran. The species that 

'-. 
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occur in the more southerly regions, that is those from Syria, Lebanon and Israel, 
are on the whole more robust and larger-flowered plants than their more northerly 
relatives. 

With its huge speckled and .veined flowers and wide leaves, Iris susiana, or the 
Mourning Iris as it has become known, undoubtedly belongs to the southern 
group. Exactly where this plant originated is not known, however, for it reached 
Europe in 1573 by way of Istanbul (then Constantinople), having been sent from 
there by Busbecq. Nothing similar exists in Turkey today and it can safely be 
assumed that it originally came from farther south and was probably cultivated by 
the very garden-conscious Ottoman Turks of that period.To this day the name for 
iris in Turkey is 'siisen'. 

The most likely explanation of the origin of Iris susiana is that it is a selection of 
one of the several very variable wild species such as Iris sofarana or Iris basaltica, 
which occur in Syria and Lebanon. Like most other members of the Oncocyclus 
section, Iris susiana needs the protection of a frame to survive and flower in 
northern gardens, but it is a very successful and vigorous plant in countries with 
warm dry summers. · 

The sectional name Oncocyclus (from Greek onkos, mass, swelling tumour, 
kuklos, circle) refers to the aril on the seeds. 

Iris variegata Linnaeus VARIEGATED IRIS 
. . 

This rather striking bearded iris has a long history in cultivation for it was known 
to Matthias de Lobel and Carolus Clusius in the sixteenth century. It has 
undoubtedly given rise to some of the exoti~-looking tall bearded garden irises 
that we know today and was probably one of the parents of Iris sambucina (page 
_175) and Iris squalens (page 185). 

Variegated Iris is native in eastern Europe and it varies c~msiderably over its 
wide area of distribution. The plant illustrated here, with a yellow ground colour 
and purplish veining, is just one of the forms which occur and it is possible to find 
even more strikingly coloured ones, in which the veins run completely together on 
the blade of the falls into a rich reddish-purple stain. Other, rather more rare, 
'forms have a whitish background to the veining and a Yugoslavian collection of 
such a plant was at one time separated as a distinct species, Iris reginae. However, 
there seems li~tle justification for giving these different colour forms separate 
specific names, important as they are from a gardener's point of view. 

Within the bearded group of irises, Iris variegata is distinct and easily 
recognized. Apart from its flower colour it is the only species in which the stem is 
rather short, usually about 30 to 45 centimetres, but at the same rime branched. 
The leaves are strongly ribbed and ·green rather than the greyish colour of many 

: bearded iris leaves. · 

Iris versicolor Linnaeus 

·This very widespread North American iris was so named because of the mixture of 
colours m the individual flowers, although it is also apt on account of the very 
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variable overall flower colour that exists over its vast natural territory. Iris 
versicolor inhabits streamsides and swampy places from eastern Canada south
wards to Texas, and over this huge area the blade of the falls can be blue, purple, 
reddish or dulJ slate coloured. A really good reddish-purple form, variety kermesina 

. is often cultivated. 
Like Iris pseudacorus, the common Yellow Flag Iris of European watersides, 

this American species is an ideal plant for cultivating on the margins of ornamental 
streams or ponds. Indeed, it is so easy to grow that in a few countries it has actually 
left the confines of the garden and become naturalized. Although it is undoubtedly 
at its best near water, it can also be grown as a herbaceous border plant, given 
plenty of humus in the soil. In the plant described as Iris virginica, or Iris versicolor 
variety virginica, the principal colour is blue-purple rather than the claret or 
reddish colour of the more commonly encountered form, but the various forms are 
all equally ornamental. Typically, the species is about 60 centimetres or more high 
when in flower, but dwarf forms with blue flowers are known. 

The rhizomes and roots of Iris versicolor have been used for medicinal purposes 
in the past, an extract from them having been found beneficial in the treatment of 
diseases of the · liver and in dropsy. 

Iris Latif ol ia ( Mi Iler) Voss 
figured . as Iris xyphioides ENGLISH IRIS 

The English Iris belongs to the relatively small group of bulbous irises known as 
the Xiphium section; these are confined to the western Mediterranean region and 
are predominantly Spanish and Portuguese. Most of the severi species occur in hot 
sunny places or at least in habitats that dry out in the summer months. Iris latifolia, 
on the other hand, is a plant of damp grassy places in northern Spain and the 
Pyrenees and is consequently more tolerant to cultivation in the gardens of 
northern Eurqpe. 

It has been cultivated for several centuries and there are now many attractive 
garden selections in shades of blue, violet or purpl~; albino forms are also popular. 
Unlike its near relative Iris xiphium, the Spanish Iris, it never produces the yellow 
forms'which are so frequently seen in that species. There is a marked difference in 

· flower shape between the two and although the names are similar there can be no 
mistaking the large-flowered English Iris. The lower part, or haft, of the three 
outer petals, or falls, is widened so that it is wing-like, whereas in Iris xiphium the 
margins of the haft are more or less parallel and not enlarged. Moreover, the leaves 
of Iris latifolia do not appear until the spring, whereas in the Spanish Iris they are 
already well developed by the winter. The rube of the flower in both of these 
species is only 6 millimetres long or less, which distinguishes it from all the other 
species in the Xiphium section. 

The English Iris owes its name· to the fact that Carolus Clusius, in the late 
sixteenth century, was sent some bulbs which were being cultivated near Bristol. 
This was an important trading centre for Spanish goods and no doubt the bulbs 
originated from the Pyrenees but the name English Iris has been attached to Iris 
latifolia from that day ~o this. 
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SPECIES OVER THE YEARS 
&w.c.e 1Uc.haiui& on 

When I was a boy JI\Y nother had iris - blue, white and yellow. lb nanes, 
althougti some f'r1~n¢.;, ~:1th even less lm:>wledge than us, called them nags. 
I was better acquainted .with the word specie than species. I did get the job 
of digging them and· div.iding the clumps for resetting, so learned something 
about growing them. Years later ·II\Y wife and I still had the same assortment, 
as we struggled to IlBke flower beds from areas accustored to growing burdocks 
six feet . high. Alberta had spotted some ITOdern IBs along the highway a few 
mlles from here and eventually brougtit hone three clunps at the - to me -
extra.~t price of 50¢ each. (~ was the late 40s!) When they blooned the 
next spring we were hooked for life, and in a very few Y,ears the 60 varieties 
we had acquired overflowed t.o fields never intended for flowers . Of course I 
tried hybridiz:ing - who didn't ! , but soon found out 1 t was a t~ consuming 
affair and we didn't seem to be able to cull and discard very nany seedllngs. 
We both always said naybe they will look better next year. Incidently, we 
still have sore neclian seedlings from seed sent to us in early n:ed1an robins . 
At the tine we were so green we didn't real.ize how good they were; ·actually 
they were ahead of a.rzything on the narket at the time. 

Along the way I acquired SOJTE of the species and was intrigued with the 
differences and variation to be found in them. 'Ihe SPRING GARDEN of the Royal 
Botanical Gardens (named because it largely consisted of spring flowering plants 
and rot for a water source) carre into being about this tin'e and we became close 
_to .i ts founder (by :1r1s donations) W.J. M::>ffat, a retired high school teacher in 
Ham:Uton. We l earned about the AIS and the CIS from him, and saw the best iris 
of the tine in his 1110011 bed. Soon we were in contact with Wm. Miles and Cousins, 
two of the best hybridizers in canaaa. 'lhe1r stories and history of hybridizing 
t he '1Bs p=-..rsuaded me to leave it alone and 1n the search for an iris enterpr ise 
decided to acquire and grow as mmy of the 1ris species as possible on the theory 
that at l east the species stayed unchanged and were not continually being 
"jmproved" . Little I knew then about the variables in same species ! 

I still have soire acquired from the BIS seed exchange, then r,m by 
Lawrence Neel, and some from the RBG who had grown them from seed obta:1.ned 
from other botanical gproens. 'lhe lack of trueness to type of some of these 
l ead ne to an early decision to nake an effort to obtain "true" species, true 
t,q p;µre at l east f'rom reliable sources and be wary of just any old seed. 'Ihis 
l ~d · to the Empire State auctions of the MedJan Society and the acquiring of 
rtdzones from such knowledgeable sources as Dr. Randolph and Bee Warburton. 
Visits to Walter Welch and the DIS JTEets at his Middlebury, Ind. home 
resulted in nany nore.. Many of his cane from Hanselneyer in Austria, who had 
collected them at the source • 'Ihere were other similar ways and neans over 
the years, wi th the net result that I acquired a l ot of species that would not 
grow well here and in tl?e process of finding out which would and would not have 
n:.anaged to lose well over half of the total. Sone would carry on for a few 
years and just as you· thoU@:lt they were well established, ._weather or other 
problems would el:imina.te them. 'Ille various oncocyclus species are a good 
example of this, as I even had a selection collected in.the wilds of Iran by 
a British expedition, that increased and flowered for a few ye~s and tnen 
all wiped out in"one winter. Oncos have been tried in pots, but have never 
done well for ne, 1n part because of the difficulty of _giving just the .rigpt . 
annunt of water and as well the old greenhouse was unsuitable as : of ten too damp. 
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I bave always grown s.ome in pots, as they were lm:)wn to be tender for 
our winters. 'lhe Californians are an example of the type I find it ·best to 
keep cool and f'a:irly dry in a window of our gprage (it doesn't freeze in 
there) and bring them into the greenhouse in February when the daylight hours 
are long enough to prorote growth. 'Jhe pots go into . the garo.en soil outside 
for the sunner, except the larger and rore vigorous plants are reroved f.rom 
their pot and planted directly in the soil. . Repotted in the fall just b~fore 
frost tine and back to the gprage.N::>t as big a job as it my sound as only 
about 20 pots are involved in the move, but 1 t has to be tinely. I get bloom 
this way but mt as good as I have seen m New Zealand and Calif'omia where 
~ey grow natura.lly outside. I bave had I. dougZa.siana. winter outside under 
heavy smw cover, but lost after a few years. I'm trying af'p.in with mulch 
and snow cover this winter. ·. 

When I .first decided to grow species iris, it seemed logical. to acquire 
as much inforrre.tion about growth requ:lrerrents and their native habitats as 
possible. 'Jhis turned out to be a rost frustrating problem. Infonm.tion 
available then to ire was vague and sketchy, and often led ire astray. I read 
a11 · qf Dykes works and his books, even copying his GENUS IRIS; a lot 
~si_mpler ~~today with the available repr.1nt . M:>st every iris work goes into a 
lot of detail about description of. the plant, but says llt:tle about ~~s growth 
requirerrents or the clinatic conditions in its native country.. So you have 
to search out every available source tog-et even a fair overall picture of 
how you should be treating them. 'lliE IRIS, a recent work b:y Brian Mathew, is 
better than sone of the older works, but still is pretty general. _ If you are 
mt a world traveller, fc1m1J1ar in detail with the clinate :In the native areas, 
you are pretty much on your own and must exper1.nEnt, with the inevitabJ.e.:: . 
losses. Even 1f you do know the ideal conditions , providing those conditions 
nay prove impossible, short of using a controlled growth chamber, .an expensive 
business. Even with a greenhouse available, there are problem with ligpt · 
levels differing from the native area, not to mention roisture level :In the all' 
entering the greenhouse, control of heat, day and night tenpera.ture variations., 
the right soil conditions; not easy to provide ma pot or ever-1 on a bench. 

When I first got into growing species, I bad them m rows in a plot down 
the back lane, where pigs had been raised a few years previously. 'lhe lane had 
large elm trees on each side, now all dead from the Dutch elm disease., which 
gave partial shade for nost of the morning and the brush that grew on each 
side of the lane gave deep smw cover over the iris. 'lhey have been in two : 
other locations since but this first one was still the best growing site. It 
had a gentle slope south, while the second site, nearer our hone, sloped just 
as much to the north. 'Jhe third area is quite new and not much improved as : 
yet from the hay field it canE f.rom, and has just enougp north slope to drain 
well. 'lhe iris are doing better here than in the second site and I think as • 
ruch as anything because they are 1n rows. 'lhe second s1 te had them in 
clumps, about three feet apcµ:-t., and I found this ·to be a IX)Or way to grow 
them. 'lhey grew out from the centre, f1ne for 2-3 years and then you had a 
crowded and dying centre. I found sore of the nedian types would grow all 
over themselves, and a.J.nost kill out from overcrowding. 'Im,s must happen :1il 
the wild too and be overcone by renewing from ~eed. I think it is a good idea 
to J:lave a few seedlings coming along- for replacerents, or if growing in rows, 
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t;o dig up and thln out pa.rt of the row occasionally. I grow a section 4-6 1 

long of each species or variety, which m1@lt be 4-5 small cltmpS. If one or 
two are los~, the renainder can renew your stock. One large clump cans~ 
t~s be lost entirely (and is also harder to keep weed free.) 

Following 1s a listing of sore species that have or have mt survived 
here over the past 25 years I have been 1nterested in growing species . But 
first a few woros about the cl.1.natic conditions here that they were grown 
under. Here in southern Ontario rainfall runs around 40-48 inches per year, 
with about 8-1011 of this coming as snowfall, divided fairly evenly over the 
year.; a bit nore so in spring and sorret1mes fall, and a bit dryer in July and 
August, but we rarely go nore than ten days without sane rain. All nw plots 
have water laid to them and I water as necessary 1n the dry periods.'Ih:1.s need 
has been as ~arly as June 1st anQ as late ~ the end of ~epteut>er. F.xt~s 
of temperature gan range fron::l~F to +100 F., but nore;often run .... 10-20 1n 
winter to 70-85 in sunmer, but the only certain thing 1s that no two years will 
be exactly alike. Snow nay core and go anytine 1n winter but is rarely ITOre· than 
a foot deep on the level at any one tine, although we nay get 61 or m:>re 1n 
total. A Janta.cy · thaw that nelts it all aWcJ:Y happens ·about one year in three, 
usually .followed closely by clear nights to zero temperatures.' Last sUIJm=r 
was hot, but n~ recoro breaker, although extrerrely dry acconpanied by tenp-
eratures to 90"'.F. for a nonth. 'This winter is the reverse, with far nore snow 
and cold 1n Decenber than for years back. January -with ll" of snow had about 
hal.f the m:F3-1 am:>unt, with warner than no:rnal. in the last half, with lows 
cm:>und 20-30 • We had as much rain as snow, but still up to a foot of bani 
packed snow left on the ground. 'lhe ice layer tmder that snow cover could 
cause SlJDthering and sone dead pl.ants by spring. ~ soil type is a clay loam, 
with lTOd.era.te drainage below and is not subject to drying out badly, at least 
for m:>derately deep rooted plants. Trees never suffer but shallow rooted species 
like Ii pumi'la and cristata are always affected by a dry sumer. 

I. a'lbertii 'Ibis iris cane here from an iris auction at Ithaca Jn 1962. It's . 
· still here but was alm:>st lost on 'two occasions. Coming from 'tile 

nounta.ins of Turkestan, it can take cold, but needs a warm dry soil and goes 
sem:1.-dornant after flowering. It is a median type plant, both flower and 
plant size. 

I. a1,bicans 'This is definitely a tender type, and although it has bloorred 
occasionally over a period of 15 years, it was f1nalJ..y lost 1n 

the second site. A beautiful white flower, and well suited to· the :r-bslem 
graveyards where it was first noted. I.f the snow cover was deep and the 
stmmer hot enough it· did well en:>Ugp. N:Jt considered a true species by sorre 
as i t was so widely spread , probably by Arabs, in ancie:i.t tines. However, 
Mithews says it seens to be a ' good' species native to Saudi Arabia. 

I. arenaria 'Ih1s sna.ll, yellowed flowered plant, grew well for a few years 
' · in a prepared sanay bed but eventually died out · in the second 
site. 'Ihe snru.1 rhizomes heave easily out of the ground due to even light 
frost, being shallow rooted and as well tending to grow on the surface... '1bey 
seen:ed to be able to take the cold but not the heaving. Any that survived 
the winter would come back strongly in the surrmer. Sh:>uld be replanted every 
2-3 years in enriched sandy soil. 

· .... ~ 

. . / 
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I. bZoudowii and I. flavissiTTU. also grew here for a few years, but like 
I. arenaria later died out. 'lliey were larger plants than the tiny I. a:r>enaria 
but. had no rrore hardiness. 

I aphylla A species that has done well here over the 22 years I have had it, 
nald.ng good increase each year. I have several named clones, with 

perhaps the best being the clone HUNGARICA that Dr. _fuµ'rl.Olffi brougnt from 
Hungary, a selection of HanseJ..meyer's. The native hab.itat of.I. aphyZZa is 
southern Gerna.ny, Czechoslovokia and Hungp.ry \'Jhere the climate is not too 
different than here which accounts for its hardiness. 

I. attica Amther srmll species that gr>ew here for a few years and then died 
out in a severe winter. Didn't do well in a pot either and I 

figured there was too nruch dampness here for a plant native to sunny Greece. 

I. baika.na I have had two types of this species here; a tall type about 1411 

high in flower and a short version around 6". 'lhe tall type has 
persisted and done fairly well since 1962., with rroderate increase. 'Ihe short 
type never was very vigorous, nrud.ng little increase and only occasionally 
fiowering, to eventually dying out a few years ago. 'lhese are either varients 
of I. reichenbachii, or closely allied to it., a species I had for a short time, 
fiowering only once before it was lost to winter. It was an even snaller plant 
than the short I. baZkana. 

I. benacensis A type of I. aphyZ.Za that has done well here for 21 years. N:>t 
quite as large and vigorous as the HUNGARICA strain., being a 

rrnre slen::ler plant, but nakes good increase. 

I. binata A natural cross of pumil,a and aphyZZa that grows well here., 
although I have not been successful in keeping any pwrrlZa alive 

here for rrore than a year or two. 'This would be due to our cold, wet clay, 
rot too well drained 1n w1nter and early spring. 

I. bucharica One of the strongest growing JunJs that has done fairly well 
here since 1962. Increase is slow and it will gp for nnny 

years without replanting until the clump is a foot or nnre in. dianeter. 
Care is needed :1n digging it and is best done by washing it out with a hose so 
as not to break the brittle roots. Since it dies down :1n surmer it needs a 
dry, sunny location on a bank and should be well Imrked to avoid running into 
it with a cultivator since the bulbs are only covered with about two inches 
of earth. 

I. bu7,Zeyana A vigorous but controversial species. Still here from BIS seed 
in 1961. About 3½-4' tall with snEJJ. flowers, · but sets seed 

very well. :r.bst Siberian types do well here with the exception of the yellow 
flowered ones, only once bringing I. forrestii into bloom before it too died. 

I. cavarnae Pt:oda~ . A natural hybrid that gr>ew well here but not outstanding 
· otherwise. Discarded in the nnve to the third site as not 

being a true species. Prof. Prodan -named mnrerous species that have turned out 
to be hybrids :in the wild. 
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I.·cengia.Ztii Usually a good grower but subject to setbacks occasionally. 
It comes from northern Italy and is a snaJ.ler variation of I. 

fXll'lida. SnaJ.ler in all ways, not just shorter as the stalks are slighter 
and the flowers snaller in pro!X)rtion. 

I .. chamaeirie 'lhis is a mild cl:ina.te species from southern France and did not 
survive long here. It is row known as I. Zutescens • A form 

under the name I. italica (according to M3.thew) has grown very well here since 
the 60s and l ooks like a short 'JB. N::l .question of its hardiness. I. cham
aeir>is was no nore than one third the size of I . ita.Zic"' . 

I. chrysographes I have had several types over the· years, some being very · 
weak growers and other strains far nnre vigorous . s~ 

plants obtained in 1964 cane from a far colder area than here(but subject as· 
well to better smw cover) and lasted only a few years. I'-ve always had some 
around and wonder, at least under the conditions here, it should be consid
-ered as a short-lived perennial much as I . dichotoma has turned out to be. 
It is a h1gp. elevation plant native to SW Chli)a. 

I. crista.ta '!his is one I sh::>uld .be: able to grow but have mt been· successful 
in keeping it alive too long. A warm, rich sandy soil seems 

necessary and replanting frequently to keep· the rhizomes in the soil. 'Ihey 
t.end to come up and as well heave easily due to the shallow rooting system. 
'lhe wh1 te form lasted longer than the blue types . Considering I obtained stock 
from an area colder than here, cold·does not .seem to be the nain problem~ I 
have only seen it doing well in sandy soil. 

I . croatica I have two types; a short one of 6" fl.ewer stalks and a taller 
one of about 14". 'lhe short; form has trouble surviving, not 

blooming regularly, but tre tall one grows .well and nowers regularly. Both 
have s.1milar deep rraroon coloured bloom and have been here 19·62 and 1964. 

I. carthaZiniae Spurias in 8: general~ have been very erratic in their growth 
habits here, nacy starting .well but soon fading away. 'lhis 

is one that has done very well for me .over the pa.st few years in site three, and 
even got so dense in its nursery row I had .to discard a wheelbarrow l ot of the· 
surplus seedlings. Sets seed each year without any problems. 'Ihe first 
plants I grew a.bout 15 ye.ars ~ from .seed did not do well 1n site two, so 
rraybe there 1s some variation· in hardiness. 

I. daesitatensis .Kew Dr. RandolJi). brought this one back from Kew Ga:roens, 
London. It is a stro!lS growing 'JB not unlike I. paZ'lida, 

as tall but m::>re slender 1n stalk and foliage and the flower is snaller and 
darker.Orig1.n is unknown and is not classed as a true species or a valid nane. 

I . danfordiae I '-ve tried these bulbs several ti.Ires, but they flower so early 
that the frost·k:1.lls them back._ late February and early April, usually just 
before a snow .storm. A bit better in pots but still short lived. Some of the 
problem is that when they nower the bulb w;Ul split int.o nany very tiny bulb
lets and these do not put on emugh growth to survive the following winter. 
About 2-3 yea.rs of good growing conditions are required to bring them again up 
to flowering size. 

j 
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I. brevicau'l.is Ontario is far to the north of the range of the Louisiana.s, 
but : nevertheless ., I have been successful in blooming this 

species in a pot. I carry · it and some others of the Louisianas over the 
winter 1n our non-freezing garage, keeping them fairly dry and donm.nt. Start 
agp.1n in February in the greenhouse and try for a long growing season. Running 
them all the winter in the greenhouse doesn't seem to work out very well 
and growth has been retarded. 'lhe hot surrmer here last year·:\'ra$ hard on the 
seedlings too, in spite of heavy watermg. 

I. dichotom::z I'bt recognized .now as belonging to the Genus Iris, but still a 
nice and unusual sort of plant to have arol.llld. A short-lived 

perennial that we have grown on and off for years. It should be allowed to 
set seed to renew the stock. A plant will usually last 2-4 years here, but · 
does cone easily from seed. 

I. ensata. N:>w known as I. Zactea, this strong, hardy grower does not require 
dividing for rrany years, pemaps as ·IWCh as eight, and reserrbles 

the Siberians 1n this respect. 'Ille heavy, dense foliage tends to hide the 
shorter flower stems, so the flowers· are ~y unseen; lllltil the fall when 
you see how nuch seed has been set. It pods easily every year. A widely · 
spread species from Russia right across Asia to the Pacific coast. 'lhe 
result has been a proliferation of names for the sazre thing, such as biglwnis 
and iliensis. 'Ihe moorcroftiana. form I have is larger, both in foliage and 
flower stem height, than the other fonns I have ob ta.ired under various nanes. 
'Ihe flowers are also a bit larger,· but the !X)ds and seed are the sane in all. 

I. foetidissirm I have a fustrated history going back to 1963 in trying to 
get this species into bloom, and succeeding only once, and 

then to lose it the next winter. Since it is evergreen over the winter, it 
nay be expecting too much of it t.o survive our winters, but the IIE1n reason 
I haven't had it in bloom rore regularly is that both seed and plants I have 
obtained have usually turned out to be I. pseudacorus ! I obtained some true 
seed last winter, growing the seedlings in the greenhouse early last spring 
an1 in planted rots for the st.IDI1Er. Growth was the best of any species I had 
m that lot and now sorre are outside llllder the snow and one that was carTied 
through the w:l.nter in the garage is in the greenhouse in early February and 61 

high of lush growth looking like a lawn badly in need of cutting. It will be 
interesting to see how the outside pair nade out in the cold (under IID.llch). 

I. forres tii I bloo~d this species only once and have tried ~everal times to 
. . . . . grow it I. ~ilsonii~ both yellow-flowered si~erians. f,bst ~:I.mes 
· the seed I h~~e· oc~asionali~ b~en able io' obtain -h~s-fail~d -to"even germinate · 
and if it -does the plants are weak and easily lost. It certainly isn't hardy 
here outside, not surprising ccaning from southern China <;Uld even into northern 
Burne.. 

I. fu"lva Once you have seen· this brick-red flower it becones a nrust have. My 
first plant cane frOm Tuxas and blooned regularly (with the saire 

winter treatIJEnt as I. brevicaulis) until it was lost in a fire in the garage. 
New plants from seed have bloomed in our greenhouse last winter and I am pleased 
to see it back again. Needs repotting about every two years. 

--to be continued--
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WILD IRIS AT DENVER BOTANIC GARDEN'S . . . 

ROCK ALPINE GARDEN 
by Panayoti Callas (continued from Spring, 1984 SIGNA) 

WOODLAND GARDEN 

This name is a bit of en overstatement at present . Aside from a Large 
clump of Rocky Mountain birch (Betula fontinalis) in the middle of 
this gar.den, the woods are mostly in the future tense. One day this 
entire area will probably be densely shaded under the broad-leafed 
foliage of the spectacular evergreen Ger~ya flavescensj et present 
rampantly growing throughout the bed. 

Under a grove of vine maples planted in 1982 we have concentrated ·a 
considerable planting of unusual iris species. Chief of these ere 
thirty plants of 1. munzii planted out in Mey of 1982. Seed was 
donated t6 us by Dodo Donny, and she may be surprised to know that the 
plants are already two feet tall, 3nd have up to a dozen fans in less 
than a year from seedl They have also enjoyed constant irrigation 
through the summer (something the species is supposed to resent). 
This no~oriouely tender flower has sustained several days of very cold 
temperatures this winter with no sign of damage. Of course, 9 degrees 
F. is by no means our coldest temperature. I will be anxious to see 
how they emerge in the spring • . The site here is obviously optimal for 
their growth--a deep, acid, leafy loam with an inch of that lovelie~t 
of mulches; crushed spruce cones. · 

On the other side of the Rocky Mountain birch there is a planting of 
eight 1. douglesiene "Amber'' from seed obtained from Jeck Drake in 
Scotland. It is ironic that one find oneself purchasing American 
native plant seed from European sources. And yet, is there any 
American source for yellow Iris douglesiene? The plants have yet to 
bloom, but it looks es if they will make it through this year in good 
form. One plant of en especially brilliant form of 1- innominate with 
clear brown stripes on the cadmium yellow ground is planted near the 
path for ell to admire. 

In the dappled shade of the birch we have plsnted the dwarf form of 1. 
forrestii I had obtained from Alpenglow years ago. This is a 
relatively dwarf form hardly more then 14 inches tell which hes formed 
e large mess of foliage with dozens of flower stalks through most of 
the month of June. This is ordinarily one of our hottest periods end 
the intensity of the June sun in Colorado is positively tropical. 
When forrestii is exposed to the midday sun, the flowers prove 
ephemeral. Here, in sticky, rich soil with abundant moisture end 
coolness et the height of ~he day, this is a superb plant with much 
vigor . The grapefruit y~llow flowers have a tinge of green in them 
that annoys some people. I find that in such a cool spot, it shows ~P 
wonderfully well. 

Naturally, there ere two plantings of 1- chrysographes nearby. The 
plant, coming from Jack Drake, was magnificent with its velvety, deep 

! 
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purple blooms. The other accession on the opposite flank of l
forrestii was grown frQm seed and hes yet to bloom, although the 
clumps are now quite large. 

The only other iris on this ·cool bank is a disappointment. I ~as sent 
plants of· 1. ·Lacustris 'Albe' last fall by a Midwestern .plant Lover. 
Knowi~g that he was_. neither rock gardener nor a member of SIGNA, I 
should have suspected the plants a Little more, but in my fond 
foolishn.ess I planted .the abundant mass of stringy rhizomes ell over 
the · very choicest portion of this peat bed. This spring the bank 
glowed with the second mass-planting -of I- cristeta 'Alba' in the Rock 
Alpine Garden. Caveat Plantar! When, oh when, will I get the reel 
thing now? 

Two . large clumps of 1, foliosa an-d 1, fulva ere quickly making 
themselves unwelcome in this very choice area. They ere simply too 
spreedy in the deep rich soil. Louisiana iris appear. to be 
indestructible here in Colorado. These two species having come from 
one Rock Garden volunteer who hes crown them for three decades! 

In the sunnier, eastern portions of the bed there are a Large number 
of vigorous iris growing. 1, versicolor forms .a large oolony in one 
poorly drained spot where its vigorous growth is beneficial. On a 
steeper, better drained bank there is a large colony of!. hoogiena in 
the common, lavender form. What a fine plantl It hes spreed to cov~r 
se~aral square yards of stiff clay. On other portions of the bed you 
will find several clones of van Tubergen regeliocyclus including 
ARTEMIS,. "Thor" and CLOTHO. Various samples of Sindt's dwarf species 
ere also found in this pert of the garden and the largest planting of 
1. danfordiee, planted deeply on the south side of a hot rock. It is 
too early to tell if they will be reliably perennial here, but I hope 
that there will be some microclimate within this garden where 1. 
denfordiee will be a yearly phenomenon. 

The most daring experimen~ on the bed may be an attempt to grow I. x 
Sindpers in a mass planting. I obtaioed sixty plump seedlings of this 
from an Eastern grower which I managed to push considerably over the 
last yea ·r. They were planted out this summer in severe _l likely 
positions. The Largest colony was planted among - the elegant, slowly 
spreading mat of Thymus leucotrichus on the hot, south-facing bank of 
the Woodland Garden. The bulbs ripened off, and I was vaguely hoping 
one or two might even bloom next spring when they all surprised me by 
~reducing many strep-shaped leaves with the beginning of cold weather. 
I em not familiar with the behavior of other three year o~d seedlings 
of Juno iris, but~ find this fall activity dissettling. 

LIMESTONE CLIFFS 

Just opposite these promising seedlings one feces the formidable 
boulders that comprise the Limestone Cliffs. This area consists of 
deep, limey scree and many narrow fissures among the Large boulders. 
I realized some time after the planting of the garden had begun - that 
this area didn't have a single dwarf conifer on it. Large mats o~ 
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acantholimons, sarcopotarium, brooms and a _ vari~ty of shrubby labiates 
prevail over the Cliffs. It is a microcosm of Mediterranean and 
Central Asian plants. Naturally the~e ere many iris that thrive in 
this bed as well. 

This is the principal concentration of Juno irises in the Rock Alpine 
Garden. !- graeberiena is planted on several spots along the summit 
of the cliffs niar twelve freshly planted r~izomes of I- susiane. 
This is isolated from other oncocycl1 test it truly be virus infested. 
Among the various mounds and mets of this appe•ling area there ere 
many interesting plants: !. teuri, !- elbomargineta, !. orchiofdes 
and !- werleyensis. The albino form of 1. · hoogiene and I- stolonifera 
are also growing here et present, until they outgrow their territory 
et least. 

Iris eucheri hes thus fer survived two winters on the summit of a 
small island bed in the middle of this area. It produces masses of 
lush foli~ge very early iri the year, but the flowers are such a bright 
blue that i~ is worth trying to site properly. Unfortunately, we 
invariably have heavy snows right at the height.of its blooming 
~eriod. I have planted a number of groundcovers around the plants on 
~~is hill, hoping they will help protect the young growth. Areneria 

"-.~is end Euphorbia spinosa not only provide support but the spiniest 
protection imaginable. I doubt if these plants . will ever be 

~dtested by any visitors. 

Meighbors include Echinocereus baileyi, Aquilegie ionesii end Agaye 
utahonsis ell of which thrive under the same regimen. Several large 
clumps of I- etropurpurea have ~oubled their size over· the last year 
on t he_ s t ca 9 o , l i me y b a n k fa c i n g s o u t h h e re • Th e re a re s eve r e l 
vigorous clumps of I.. aphylla as well. 

On the flat; dry bank above the stream Pardanthopsis dichotoma appears 
to have made itself at home. It seems to like the heat and heavy 
soil, seeding·widely. This is fortunate, since the plants rarely seem 
to last f~r than two or three years before blooming themselves to 
death. The flowers are produced through July and early August in 
tremendous numbers. Now the Gardens ere staying open later on severe~ 
nights a week, visitors can finally enjoy this flower that hitherto 
only opened after the gates closed at 4:45 p.m. 

A narrow strip of bog borders the Limestone Cliffs along the stream 
that flow~ throuRh the center of the garden. The only iris g~owing 
here et present is the wild form of the Japanese Iris, I- ensata var 
spontenee. I have been amazed et the form end vigor of this plant 
that has actually self sown onto the gravel paths which are crushed 
limestone. Quite a feat for a calciphobe! The flowers usually bloom 
their f irst summer after being plan tad out. The flowers are targe--up 
to - ffve inches across--an·d of a velvety, purple co l or. The broad 
fells ~re highlighted with a bright yellow signal that seems to glow 
by contrast to the bright ground c~lor. This fine plant dese r ves 
greater attention. 

I 
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NORTH LEDGE AND UPPER SEEP 

We are now situated in the very heart of the Rock Alpine Garden. 
Around the waterfall you will find the most extensive peat bed in the 
garden--the North Ledge and Upper Seep areas where the thickest 
concentrations of unusual iris ere ~lso to ~a found. Directly to the 
west of the waterfall, on the steep east-facing peat bank I have 
planted almost a hundred English iris among the dwarf Rhododendron 
already growing here. 

I_. tenex forms several large clumps here, and on a steep cool bank to 
the north of a large boulder you wi LL find a small colony ot 1. ·yern a 
v. alba. Fully exposed to Light, but with cool roots, mois.t, acid 
Leafmold and a mulch of needles, this is an easy iris to gr'ow here 
that produces a mass of bloom in the mid-spring season. No more iris 
are to be found until you have walked to the top of the garde~ again. 

In the peaty soi L a long the st ream you wi L l see large c·tumps of 1. 
setosa canadensis which blooms for so long durin,g the spring here. 
This is such a vigorous, heavily blooming plant and I find it should 
be allowed to regenerate from self-sown seed because most plants don't 
seem to live for more than three or four years before they start to 
shrink out of sheer over-exertion. Top dressing with ferti Lizer had 
no appreciable effect on these that I can tell. 

Two iris can be found on the very s ummit of the Upper Seep. A small 
plant obtained as I.. innominete years ago--many, many years ago-- from 
Waltar Marx gardens produces deep purple flowers much earli~r than any 
other Californicae on this peaty, sunny bank. This is a very strange 
plant. I don't think it belongs to the Celifornicae at ~LL. I wonde~ 
if Welter hadn't mixed up some exotic among his innominatas. Whateve~ 
this mystery · iris is, it is one of the most dazzling of dwarf iris in 
the Rock Alpine Garden and has survived almost twenty years in 
Colorado thus fer. 

Eric Hilton ·grows a form of I. ruthenice with much shorter, broader 
leaves then the prevalent American clones. The flowers are almost 
three times as large as my other clones of ruthenice, and are produce~ 
much more conspicuously. They almost resemble 1- .reticulate in size 
and color. I don't know whet the status of this plant is, but a few 
fens of "Dyke ' s form" of ruthenica brought from England in the spring 
of 1981 had formed nice sized tufts by 1983, each wwith· several flowers 
this spring. This is an outstanding rock garden plant. 

The next iris to be encountered is found on the east. side of thei 
w a t e -r fa l .l on th e No rt h Led g e • Th i s i s I_. v e r n a i n the t y p i ca L , hi g h 
mountain · form. This is situated in a somewhat exposed position, and 
grows vigorous·ly on the acid, peaty bank. However, ·th e foliage 
sco~ches badly in the win~er.time and the flowers-are not as large and 
attractive as they are on plants in more protect~d, cooler locations. 
I have planted several rhododer.drons around these plants hoping they 
wi LL provide some shade, si nce hea l thy clumps of 1- verna shou ld not 
be too hastily moved! 
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A few feet further east one finds two large clumps of 1- decors . Four 
precious s.eedlings ·germinated in 19B0 have dwindled to these two 
plants, which neverthele~s seem to be very vigorous end happy. They 
now · both have many fans, and I expect them to bloom well this coming 
ye a r • Th i s i s th e re a l th i n g , w i t h t he d ah U a - Li k e tu be ·rs • I t i s 
growing in deep, leafy, peaty soil with a mulch of crushed pine cones. 
among Rhododendron "Ramapo" and Houstoni e serpv ll i fol i a. Nee rby there 
are several other distinguished iris. 1- ruthenica in its common, 
grassy-Leaved, tiny-flowered form does well under eight foot plants of 
Teuge merteneiana. They receive much sun but have e cool root run end 
peaty soil. 1- prismetice in a relativ~ly dwarf form (usually less 
than a foot high) has formed en incredibly dense colony in a short 
period of time. This loves sun, moisture end peaty soi ls. It is much 
later than most other dwarf iris. 

Lili g re c .; l i p es ca n be f o u n d i n the l a vend e r t y p e and a l.b in o a long 
this steep, peaty slope where there is little sun even at · the height 
of summer. They seem to have established well, and should persist in 
this ideal, little microclimete emoung Cassiopes, Nomocheris, 
Kirengeshome, Tanakaea and Shorties. Few places better illust rate the 
concept of microclfmate than this very spot, where so many high alpine 
and subalpin~ species demanding cool conditions a re thriving opposite 
the hot, south-feeing bank of the Mora;ne . · 

MORAINE HOUND 

A few feet away from these you can find a number of Lusty Agaves 
forming huge rosettes , many cacti and energetic clumps of 1. getesii, 
1. bucharice and broad sweeps of different color forms of 1-
chamae;ris. 

I. pumila 

Wild collected seed of the latter from 
e European botanic garden has produced 
blue, yellow, white and deep purple 
progeny. Each of these has formed 
large mets now and creates a real 
spectacle for several weeks after the 
pumiles are finished, through most of 
May end early June. Quite a numb~r of 
other dwarf bearded iris species have 
been established along the screelike 
slope among tufa boulders on the west 
side of the Moraine Mound. ·1. pumi La 
var. attica · in a good yellow form has 
formed large tufts, and a black pumila 
collected in Crete by a volunteer from 
the garden·. 

More of Sindt's speci~s end a few select hybrids are found here end 
there throughout the Moraine Mound where they will make wonderful 
pools of color in the early spring when we so desperately need it 
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here in Colorado! A-bizarre form of!.• reichenbachii has been kept 
with strange, crepe-Like blossoms of a faint, purplish-brown color. 
The only other nota~le iris on this mound is 1- tenuifolia which has 
grown from seed and I desperately hope does not turn into yet 
another form of 1- lactea before it blooms. 

SCREE MOUND 

Next to the Moraine Mound, the similarly gravelly Scree Mound has 
been planted with several dwarf bearded iris. Chief among these is 
a glowing, deep purple form of l- reichenbachii that blooms fo~ 
several weeks in the early spring. This has created such a 
spectacle, I decided to plant many more dwarf bearded iris 
throughout the garden. Thay era frequently smothered with our 
inevitable late spring snows but usually emerge only a little 
bedraggled for a few days. 

LOWER MEADOW 

Not ell the Rock Alpine Garden consists of rocks. The central 
portions of the garden ere actually flat where the rich, loamy 
meadow hes· been planted with numerous alpines that enjoy root 
competition end more fertile soils. A wide variety of iris border a 
dry stream bed which bisects the area and serves also as a path. 

Large clumps of a typical wild form of 1- sibirice originally 
collected es seed ·near Bruno in Czechoslovakia are the.first iris 
encountered along this path. They have hundreds of c~isply cut 

· flowers with bright blue and white banding. We cut the flowerstalks 
before they set seed, for. every seed seems to germinate and produce 
a flowering plant within two years. On a small bank nearby large _ 
mets of 1- x barthii--a fine, yellow flowered dwarf bearded 
iris--forms a dramatic picture earlier in the spring. 

Further up ·the stream bed there ere several large colonies of 1-
missouriensis the native Rocky Mountain iris. We have three clones 
of this, a pure albino, e pale silver form and . a deep blue purple 
collected by Allen R. Taylor near Boulder. Opposite our native iris 
the re a re save rel large clumps of 1. lee tee in its most ettrac.ti ve, 
bicolor form with white falls and lavender standards. This hes a 
strong scent that reminds one of cigarette Lighter fluid, something 
all visitors marvel at. 

Clumps of 1. spuria sogdiana and 1. spuria musulmanica occur on 
opposite sides bf the stream bank further up. These central Asian 
iris er~ quite attractive in bloom here, although neither is 
regarded a~ particularly gerdenworthy. Perhaps our hot summers make 
them flower more magnif.icently. A large cluinp of 1. "auree" which 
is pr~bebly in fact a form of 1. imbricete produces huge leaves and 
large penicles of bearded flowers ·over a long period in the spring. 
This is e distinctive end showy plant for a large rock garden. 
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1- histrioides has been naturalized elsewhere on this meadow. The 
only other iris growing on the Lower Meadow is 1- flayissime (now I
humilis, ed.) which is very happy growing on a steep, south-facing 
bank of gravelly soil. It seems to enjoy the encroaching company of 
Thymus herbe-berone and Juniparus horizontelis 'Twin Buttes' which 
must simulate its n6tive heaths. This iris produced a constant 
proc~ssion of blossoms for ovor three weeko this spring, with up to 
thirty flowers open at one time. Surely this must be one of the gems 
of the iris world, perfect for the most fastidious of rock gardens. 

CONCLUSION 

As I review this lengthy compendium I noti that quite a few species 
have slipped through my net. Other iris are too new, or dubiously 
named, to mention. Well over a hundred species are established thus 
far, and I am anxious to expand the collection in several directions. 
We would like to have representatives of all the principal sectipns 
and series in the genus. Some, like the pseudoregelie_s have thus far 
eluded us altogether. I em especially anxious to have good 
collections of smaller, rock garden sorts, many of which are simply 
not in cultivation yet. As I. rossii , I- chinensis, I- !.Lgridie, l
potenfn11 and others come into cultivation, I hope that we will be 
able to obtain starts, since I believe that this region is proving an 
ideal area for the cultivation of ma ~y plants--notably those from 
~antral Asia end other continental climates. 

Because of the tremendous diversity of soils, water regimens end 
aspects (the three components of microclimete), the Rock Alpine Garden 
h~s proven to be a sort of microclimatic laboratory. Whenever we ere 
faced with a new, unfamiliar species, we try to test to see where it 
grows best, and then concentrate the seedlings in that spot. The fact 
th~t such notably temperamental mountain plants es I- decora, I- verna 
and the cool-loving I- gracilipes can be successfully grown in the 
same garden as a broad spectrum of oncocylus end Juno iris certainly 
speaks for th~ potential significance of this collection es e 
repository of difficult species. · 

The other focus of this garden in the next few years will be to obtain 
as many central Asian iris as we can-- especially aril and Juno iris. 
These have responded so well to condition s here, and are such · fine 
ornamentals, I feel that it is incumbent upon us here to do more 
testing of these flamboyant plants . · 

We will continue to h3ve a sampling of a few Sibiricae, more dwarf 
spuries end a few.leevigatee; the larger gr:-oups of iris ere well 
represented F.tsewhere in the country end at Denver ~otanic Gardens as 
well. This is a· gerden fo r the ws1fe, the li ttle people of the ir is 
world. I do not want to see.it overwhelmed with too many cultivars of 
dwarf bearded iris (although several dozen are already cheerfully in 
place) or other more common plants . I will do all I can to see it 
dominated by Californicae, I- humilis and bulbous iris generally. I 
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imagine that, in its broad outlines, the garden will be approaching 
maturation in time for t~e Second Interim International Rock Plant 
Conference to be held the Lest week of June in 1986. At this time, I 
em certain that it will contain the most complete end accurately 
Labelled collection of species iris in the world. Clarence Elliott, 
forgive me f 

IRIS LATIFOLIA (=XIPHIOIDES) "MRS SITES" 
Roy Davidson 

So-called English Irises are found in the wild only in the elpin~ 
passes end cirques of the Pyrenees of northern Spain end southern 
France, Alpinists have had particularly vivid recollections of this 
i r i s i n t h e · s c e n i c v i c i n i t y o f Ga v e r n; e-- 11 c le a r i n g s s p le n d 1 d w i t h. 
iris"--"thousands of violet-blue iris with Astrantie, musk-mallow, St. 
Bernard Li lies, Hypericums end Eryngium bourgeti 11 give us clear idea~ 
of their splendor. 

Coming from such places where the ground is cool end moist from melt~ 
this bulb-bearing plant does not need drying off, baking or the 
alternate expu1Ht.1rit of summer Lifting so that is is ideal to combine 
with border perennials. At one time, not so very long ago, there were 
many named forms available from the Lovely "Mont Blanc" through 
pastels in lilac, azure end lavender to both red end blue-purple to 
deep vfolet. Whil& large numbers of bulbs were produced in Europe ; 
there was also en extensive crop grown annually here in the Pacific 
Northwest where flowers were marketed to the florist trade, since when 
cut in bud they could be held in ice-storage for some weeks, thus 
extending the retail season. 

Many of these forms were planted in my mother's garden in the arid 
interior of the state, but after a year or so they began to 
"disintegrate;" flowers were blotched and without much substance fro~ 
virus and plants so weakened shortly disappeared. 

But a neighbor lady, Mrs. Sites, had lovely rich violet-vel~at flowers 
on her plants year in and year out. She gave us a start and seed from 
them has been contributed in pest seasons to the Seed Exchange. Onp 
summer I Lifted the bulbs to divide end reset them end mice got the~ 
in storage. This past season e few tiny bulbs that had evaded being 
dug had grown to flowering size but in the wet season no seed was set.; 

Now that I have retrieved the promise et Least .of continuing thi~ 
apparently virus-free strain, I propose naming it ·ror the neighbor 1, 

Mrs. Sites. Her garden has long ago gone, as has my mother's, but the 
iris hes proven sturdy here in the humidity of the pacific slope~ 
Perhaps it will Leed toe renewed popularity of a fine beauty. 
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VISITING DAY 1984 
Roy Davidson 

It was nice having so many of you ·come to see the irises during the North
west AIS meeting. I only ~egret not-having had the time for a really good visit 
with each and every one of you. It is now the first of August, hot and dry, dif
icul t . to remember the frustrations of 18 wet months in view of garden aspirations. 
Not only had it been impossible to weed properly, and thereby to turn humus into 
the top soil, root growth on many irises, lncluding guests, was not what it 
might have been; some few guests, however, had flowered at least to hint their 
promise but not many blossoms were evident on visiting day to my regret. 

Guest irises received here were established first in gallon pots of a soil 
mix high in humus content, and when well rooted, set into place "in the garden. 
This proved to be expedient as the beds at the time were still not r aised to the 
planting berms they were to become, in order to get the pl ants well above the 
winter water table. Although this entailed weeks of hand labor--digging, wheel
ing and mixing--it did result in supersoil. All should have been ideal, and 
would have been I'm sure, except it was the wettest year of all time! Plant 
growth was spindly-weak this spring on most all irises, but with warmer weather 
since mid June (in fact, visiting day was one of the only sunny ones to that 
time) plants are looking much· better. I held off feeding in such new rich soil, 
and am glad I had the foresight, though immediately after r1ower, most all the 
irises looked ''poorly" and I · considered it. Naturally enough this fine new soil 
has produced superb weeds this warmer summer, and they make super- compost--but 
of course, more ~eeks of hand labor as well 

The slope planting of Cal- Sibee and other wide-cross hybrids was of special 
interest to me and thanks to the generosity of Lorena and Jean, there is now 
a much up.:.dated collection thereon , each in a "hill" of compost on this natural 
moraine of Puget Trench Glacier (now gone for about 13,000 years). This area is 
never muddy even when rain is pouring down. Three Cal-Sibes from Pat farmer were 

. new t here, two of them outstanding. The first is a eib to CARRIE DAWN carrying 
the vein pattern of VALLEY BANNER as does that, this one a nice azure blue; qua
l ity of plant, stalk ·and flower are not to be faulted . The other two are sibs 
from another SIGNA seedlot (RIPPLE ROCK X unknown 40). Of these one.is such a 
color departure that I have no clear recollection of the other except it was 
"dark". Its bright sister, however is almost carrot- orange with a fuschia in
fluence in the standards- -completely innovative. (Dark sister seems to be fill
ing three pods with seeds!) 

Out of pure stubbornness apparently (though undoubteoly cool weather should 
be blamed) none of the new peeudacorus flowered for their debut. BROWN BEE was 
a knockout two weeks later, but Ben Hager's new children from HOLDEN CLOUGH may 
have it backed off. The mahogany stalk and leaf base of POLISHED MAHOGANY didn ' t 
develop as it should have; as neither did the similar, though violet- toned pigment 
of GERALD DARBY! Here I'm sure lack of sun and/or warmth is at fault. The tetra
ploid pseudacorus from -Germany didn't impress anybody on V-day but both of them 
did make the sc·ene. The white one from Japan is gaining in vigor, had two .stalks. 
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In the setosa category "alba" from Japan (1969) is always early and was too 
far gone to garner much admiration; in bud this is faintly blue. A similar one, 
sent by Mr. Horinaka as "pink'' is pink in bud, otherwise similar, not quite so 
early. "Kirigamini 11 (which to botanists has been designated variety hondoensis) 
is a lovely deep violet-blue, white-blazed and "pointy" to suggest that-..:along 
with its triploid sterile makeup--it is a -clone of hybridratura with laevigata. 
One of the standouts in the whole planting was the other triploid, setosa nasu
ensis, the Emperor's iris . First flowers were open for V-day but it is a vary 
quiet sort and caused no stir, yet the three year clump helc forth for a full 
month, giving three dozen 42-inch stalks with about eight flowers each. This is 
the one that has found favor with "Melroses" and it is, in effect, a glorified 
setosa of broad (actually round) falls, small standards, vary graceful carriage, 
though certainly sturdy at the same · time. · These )apanese plants stay with me 
whereas the Alaskan and Laurentian forms of setosa have not done so. 

There were about a dozen "versicolors" sent for evaluation; not all of them 
establishedaid few of them had flowers for the big event, whereas the old clumps 
on the banks of the North Pond were gorgeous pools of color. Not all these new 
ones are ''authenticated" members of that species and some sort of system must be 
worked out fqr separating them--or else {horticulturally speaking) we go back to 
lumping all the "great blue flags" together, whether they ought to be "versis" 
or "vigins" or- shrevei (or what Anderson called iris X robusta). It is here, 
I believe, that we should be seeking best new gardenmaterial for vigor, flori
ferousness, color, etc. Judging from just token flowering (for the most part), 
there seems to be promise of quality plus individuality in some sent here. Grady 
Kennedy's MOUNTAIN BROOK is certainly vigorous and the flower very paeeable though 
not sensational. One that Mary Duvall colle~ted in Meeker County, Minnesota, is 
a pleasant lavender-gray color with lots of yellow on the midsection. MINT FRESH 
which Bee Warburton selected among garden seedlings is colored in an "overlay'' of 
close veins on creamy ground eo that the cerise-rad gives a pleasant pink garden 
effect. The Sindt pink now registered es VERNAL gives a softer pink impression, 
so far looking like a grown-up "Rossa". There was good flower on well-filled 
stalks of the several Joan Cooper left with me three years ago, more or less simi

·lar, good selections. I am confident there are other equally nice individuals 
amongst those not here mentioned and another year's growth should prove them, but 
GERALD DARBY leads the pack, a superb garden plant. 

In the siberians I was impressed with the intensity of JAYBIRD--a blueness 
not hinting at purple. BUTTER AND SUGAR is proving itself in every way though 
it was all but gone on the big day. Currier (McEwen) remarked that at home it 
is not among the V3ry early ones. His HAPPY EVENT was making a good show among 
those in the white rondelay garden Nothing there, however, can hold a candle to 
ANNIVERSARV--certainly proving a worthy Dyked winner •• Both ROANOK'S CHOICE and 
PINK HAZE are getting praise as clumps of pretty pastel "pink. 11 The former, to 
my eyes is pure lilac while the latter looks far 11 pinker 11 due to the cinnamon or 
chestnut pencilings on the haft, a very nice warm effect. 

Of Ackerman's Japanese guests, OUSKWlowered in late June, a "red" vein
pattern all over three round falls, not ~arge nor fancy, just nice: good form 
and balance with a 26-inch stalk of three flowers, each lasting five days to give 
about two weeks blossom. 
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EDITOR'S COMMENTS 

Another issue is almost complete, rather late I am afraid, but probably 

that is the way it will be in the Fall as long as I am your editor . My Fall 

shipping season seems to get longer and longer, and SIGNA, of necessity, must 

wait until it ' s done . 

I had considered leaving this column/letter out of this isssue, but we 

do need to ask some questions, pass ·on some information, ask for some advice, 

etc . We r eally need to hear more from all of you-- about what you want to aee 

in these pages, what you think is worthwhile, what you could do without . That ' s 

not to say we will take everyone's advice--wa need some consensus I'd think •• • 

and we can't get that without hearing from a lot of you. 

We've had no QUESTIONS & ANSWERS or ·WANTED responses . Does that mean you 

all know the answers? And you all know where to get the species you want? That 

is cer tainly wonderful! Now we hope you are going to share some of your know

ledge and you~ plants with . those of us who are needing help . Can someone write 

an article on growing (and purchasing) I. ruthenica--or I. songarica--or I. lec

ustris alba, for instance? We think that SI GNA should be a vehicle for exchange 

of information. We certainly have no complaints about the ammount of material 

that has been available to us . We just think more people have something to 

share and that we should be hearing from them, too. Each of you has something 

unique to contribute- -it needn't be long, just original. People (mostly customers) 

ask ma how to grow I . aphylla in Louisiana or I. tectorum in the desert . I can't 

guess how either could be done. 0ut I have told you how to grow NADA in Minne

sota. Some things are not possible, but we species buffs are the kind who try 

to fool Mother Nature . let's hear about it. 

You will note that we have a new slide chairman in Colin Rigby (address i n

side front cover) . He has asked that we publish an appeal for more good slides 

of species iris . If you have slides you are proud of, we hope you will have 

copies made (SIGNA will reimburse you if you like). It is no longer necessary 

to take two--copies of slides are now of excellent quality. We will ask Colin 

to send out some signals for the spring issue regarding where is the greatest 

need, but we know from experience that there is a shortage of slides of bulbous 

and bearded species . So start early to enrich your own and SIGNA ' s collections 

with those vary early ones . 

Best wishes for Happy Holidays to all of you, and may Spring be greeting 

you before you know it! Joan Cooper, Editor. 

j 
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